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EAX-2500S: 
surface mount AC alarm Designed for applications 
requiring a hardwired ac/dc alarm on secure doors. 
The alarm with approximately 100db, will sound 
when unauthorized exit occurs. 
The smaller size of the EAX-2500, which is designed 
to fit in a standard 4”x4” outlet box, makes it the 
choice for quick and easy installations on emergency 
exit and restricted doors.
CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED. 

DEECL-230X-TDB
(Top Bolt, Dead Bolt, Bottom Bolt)

DEECL-230X-TD

DEECL-230X-TB
(Top Bolt, Bottom Bolt)

$101.00

$81.00

(Top Bolt, Dead Bolt)

*Grey is standard. Specify for Black

Top Bolt, Dead Bolt, Bottom Bolt

$1,749.00

$1,445.00

$1,580.00

$525.00

$525.00

DEECL-2105K
For 36” to 48” Wide Door

DEECL-2111K
For use with 
ECL-230C or D only

Available 
GY or BK

Field Conversion kit

9V Conversion Kit

SVR 3-Point 
Locking Exit 
Alarm Device

DEEAX-2500S

DEEAX-2500F

Surface Mount

Flush Mount

EAX-500: 
Surface mount battery alarm
Designed for applications requiring an alarmed exit 
device on secured doors. The alarm, approximately 
100db, will sound when an unauthorized exit occurs. 

The redesigned shape and smaller size makes it the 
ideal choice for quick and easy installations on 
emergency exit and restricted doors. 
Uses 1-1/8” mortise cylinder
CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED. 

DEECL-620
Outside lever trim retracts latchbolt only. Cylinder is 
not included. Sold only in black

Includes a latchbolt with a one inch throw for 
secure, automatic re-latching in addition to the 
deadbolt function of the ECL-230.

DEEAX-500

DEECL-620

*Grey is standard. Specify for Black

$839.00

$299.00

$405.00

BK-BLACK

Fire Rated

Cylinder & Bar Guard 
Sold Separate 

DEECL-600

GY-GREY

Outside Trim

ECL-600

EAX-300
Ÿ Surface mount battery alarm
The EAX-300 series is designed for applications where 
doors may be used for egress or ingress, but may not be 
held or propped open. 
Door open times from 1 second to 4 minutes (15 
second default) are field selectable. The smaller size 
makes installation quick and easy. 
Uses 1-1/8” mortise cylinder. 
CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED.

BK-BLACK

A versatile combination deadbolt exit alarm, 
specially designed to prevent unauthorized use of 
emergency exits. It remains securely locked from 
the outside and inside, yet is always ready to be 
opened in during emergencies. When mounted on a 
single door, withdrawal of the bolt directly unlocks 
the door without sounding the alarm. 
Locking always arms the alarm system. 

Cylinder & Bar Guard 
Sold Separate 

*Grey is standard. Specify for Black

$320.00

RIM CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED

$463.00

Exit Control Alarm W/ Locking Dead Bolt

$14.00

ECL-230D Double Door Strike: 
DEECL-435K,                            $27.00 

DEPP-5572

DEECL-230D

Replacement Cylinder 
For Cover:

DEEAX-300

GY-GREY

Exit Alarms

ECL-230D
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Value Series

The domino garage door keypad (gd-1) provides busy families a 
quick and easy method for garage keyless entry and exit. Kids don’t 
have to remember a key and adults won’t have to worry about 
carrying a transmitter ever again. The domino keypad works with all 
garage door openers that allow extra wired push buttons and is lighted 
so you can easily see your code at night. The domino keypad is 
controlled by your personal code which is easy to set and change.

Priced to be the best value for durable and attractive loss   
prevention hardware

Rugged durable design reduces maintenance

Accommodates standard mortice cylinder, 
or IC mortise housing, with a standard yale cam.
Powered by 9v battery.
Low battery alert.
Delayed arming feature for arming after the door closes.

DEV40xEBxCD 36”    
DEV40xEB-W Weatherized 36”           
DEV40xEB-48-CD 48”    
DEFV40xEB-LD Fire Rated 36”   

Cash Box Nut Tool

20 user, variable timed 
Input for use with 
Electric strikes
And mag locks.
Great for use on 
All entry doors

CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED

*Uses 1-1/8” MC Inside

DNSC-20

$110.00

DE103789

$59.00

V50 Series

Surface Vertical Rod

DEV50-EB-CD-36”

Exit Device Trim

   DE03A-689
  

$1,271.00

$124.00

Pull Handle 
*Uses Rim Cylinder

   DE03AN-689
   (Narrow Stile)

CYLINDER NOT INCLUDED

   DE08BN-689
   (Entry Function)

   DE09BN-689
     (Storeroom)

$343.00

DNSC-GD1

*Uses Mortise 
          Cylinder

*Uses Mortise 
          Cylinder

Same features as the V40, 
but with SVR

$343.00

   DE14BN-689
   (Passage Function)

     DE03PN-689
   (Key Retracts latch)

$110.00

*Uses Rim 
Cylinder

Finger Pull 

$343.00

$56.70

DE90-KR

$983.00

Mullion
Key Removable 

Specify 
7’ or 8’

C

$721.00

$921.00

$982.00

$871.00
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